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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

�[0001] The present invention relates to a gaming ma-
chine such as a slot machine or a pinball machine (a so-
called "Pachinko machine" in Japan) for the player to play
a game using game medium.

Description of the Related Art

�[0002] A recent slot machine including stop buttons (a
so-�called "pinball slot machine" or a so- �called "Pachi-�Slot
machine" in Japan) has a mechanical variable display
means provided with a plurality of rotatable reels for var-
iably displaying symbols in a front display window or an
electrical variable display means for displaying symbols
on reels on a screen. As the player performs start oper-
ation, control means controls the variable display means
for rotating the reels, thereby variably displaying sym-
bols. Then, the rotating reels are stopped in order auto-
matically in a given time or as the player performs stop
operation. At this time, if the symbols on the reels ap-
pearing in the display window become a specific combi-
nation (winning symbol combination), game medium
such as medals or coins are paid out to the player as the
profit of the winning game.
�[0003] In a slot machine in a related art, to resole the
situation in which the vicinity of an exit to which game
medium such as medals are paid out, which will be here-
inafter referred to as medal payout opening, is dark and
is hard to see, light emitted from illumination light provid-
ed in a decorative panel is introduced into the medal pay-
out opening for illumination. A semitransparent plate is
screwed and placed between the illumination light and
the medal payout opening, thereby to produce the dec-
orative effect and the advertising activatedness.
�[0004] The decorative effect includes, for example, co-
ordinating of the color that can pass through the semi-
transparent plate with the color of the installation location,
fitting characters and symbols to the game play location
and the gaming machine. Thus, the semitransparent
plate screwed and placed between the illumination light
and the medal payout opening is used to also produce
other effects than the illumination effect, and is an impor-
tant component.
�[0005] The structure described above is disclosed in
JP-�A-�11-313955.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

�[0006]  However, in the gaming machine in the related
art, the semitransparent plate is fixed to a decorative pan-
el. Therefore, there occurs a problem that assembling
the semitransparent plate to the decorative panel, re-
placement and manufacturing takes quite time.

�[0007] In the gaming machine in the related art, there
is also a problem that a print peculiar to the model is
applied to the decorative panel, is unsuitable for recycling
and it takes time in recycling the semitransparent plate
fixed to the decorative panel.
�[0008] It is therefore an object of the invention to pro-
vide a gaming machine that shortens the time taken for
assembling a semitransparent plate placed between an
illumination light and a medal payout opening to a dec-
orative panel, and the time taken for replacing and man-
ufacturing.
�[0009] According to the invention, there is provided a
gaming machine including: symbol row display means
(for example, left reel 3L, center reel 3C, right reel 3R)
configured to display a plurality of symbols for a player
to arrange the symbols; operation input means including
a lever or a button (for example, start lever 6, left stop
button 7L, center stop button 7C, right stop button 7R)
to be operated by the player to play a game; internal
lottery means (for example, main control circuit 71) con-
figured to carry out an internal lottery of the game with a
random number; illumination means (for example, illumi-
nation light member 104) configured to illuminate a tray
formed on a cabinet of the gaming machine; and a trans-
parent member detachably disposed between the illumi-
nation means and the tray.
�[0010] According to the configuration, the transparent
member is placed detachably between the illumination
means and the tray, thus making it possible to provide
the gaming machine that can shorten the time taken for
assembling the semitransparent plate placed between
the illumination light and the medal payout opening to a
decorative panel, and the time taken for replacing and
manufacturing.
�[0011] In the gaming machine of the invention, the
transparent member may include a bottom member for
transmitting light from the illumination means, a rear
member fixed roughly at right angles with the bottom
member, and a side member fixed between the rear
member and the bottom member. According to the con-
figuration, the transparent member is made up of the bot-
tom member, the rear member, and the side member,
thus making it possible to provide the gaming machine
that can shorten the time taken for assembling the semi-
transparent plate placed between the illumination light
and the medal payout opening to a decorative panel, and
the time taken for replacing and manufacturing, and can
be fixed with good stability.
�[0012]  In the gaming machine of the invention, the
transparent member may be formed of a plastic member.
According to the configuration, the transparent member
is formed of a plastic member, thus making it possible to
provide the gaming machine that can shorten the time
taken for assembling the semitransparent plate, etc.,
placed between the illumination light and the medal pay-
out opening to a decorative panel, and the time taken for
replacing and manufacturing, and can be made hard to
destroy.
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�[0013] In the gaming machine of the invention, the
transparent member may be sandwiched and fixed be-
tween a belly panel fitted into the cabinet and the cabinet.
According to the configuration, the transparent member
is sandwiched and fixed between the belly panel fitted
into the cabinet and the cabinet, thus making it possible
to provide the gaming machine that can shorten the time
taken for assembling the semitransparent plate placed
between the illumination light and the medal payout
opening to a decorative panel, and the time taken for
replacing and manufacturing, and can be fixed with good
stability.
�[0014] In the gaming machine of the invention, the
transparent member may be colored. According to the
configuration, the transparent member is colored, thus
making it possible to provide the gaming machine that
can shorten the time taken for assembling the semitrans-
parent plate placed between the illumination light and the
medal payout opening to a decorative panel, and the time
taken for replacing and manufacturing, and can produce
the decorative effect.
�[0015] In the gaming machine of the invention, the
transparent member may be decorated with a character,
a sign, or a design. According to the configuration, the
transparent member is decorated with a character, a
sign, or a design, thus making it possible to provide the
gaming machine that can shorten the time taken for as-
sembling the semitransparent plate placed between the
illumination light and the medal payout opening to a dec-
orative panel, and the time taken for replacing and man-
ufacturing, and can produce the decorative effect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

�[0016] In the accompanying drawings:�

FIG. 1 is a drawing to show an embodiment of a
gaming machine according to the invention and is a
perspective view to show the appearance of a pinball
slot machine as a gaming machine;
FIG. 2 is a drawing to show a state in which a display
screen is fully liquid crystal display and reels placed
at the back of the liquid crystal are displayed through
the display screen;
FIG. 3 is a drawing to show the configuration of a
liquid crystal display in the embodiment of the inven-
tion;
FIG. 4 is a drawing to show symbol rows drawn on
the outer peripheral surfaces of the reels in the em-
bodiment of the invention;
FIG. 5 is a drawing to show prizes and numbers of
payout medals corresponding to winning symbol
combinations in the embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram to show the configuration
of a main control circuit in the embodiment of the
invention;
FIG. 7 is a drawing to show a winning stop control
table in the embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 8 is a drawing to show a forward push, center
push losing stop control table in the embodiment of
the invention;
FIG. 9 is a drawing to show a reverse push losing
stop control table in the embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 10 is a block diagram to show the configuration
of a sub- �control circuit in the embodiment of the in-
vention;
FIG. 11 is a front view to show the structure of the
cabinet portion of a panel display unit with a trans-
parent member is removed;
FIG. 12 is a perspective view to show the structure
of the cabinet portion of the panel display unit with
the transparent member is removed;
FIGS. 13A and 13B are perspective views to show
the structure of the transparent member;
FIG. 14 is a front view to show the structure of the
cabinet portion of the panel display unit to which the
transparent member is attached;
FIG. 15 is a perspective view to show how the trans-
parent member is attached to the cabinet portion of
the panel display unit; and
FIG. 16 is a sectional side view to show how the
transparent member is sandwiched between a belly
panel and the cabinet of the panel display unit.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

�[0017] Referring now to the accompanying drawings,
there is shown a preferred embodiment of the invention.
�[0018] FIG. 1 shows an embodiment applying a gam-
ing machine according to the invention to a pinball slot
machine (a so-�called "Pachi- �Slot machine" in Japan).
FIG. 2 shows a state that a full screen display is not dis-
played by a liquid crystal display in display screen 5a and
a member such as reels 3 disposed at the back of the
liquid crystal are displayed through the display screen 5a.
�[0019] In FIG. 1, a pinball slot machine 1 as a gaming
machine is provided for the player to play a game using
game medium such as a card storing information of the
game play value given to the player as well as coins,
medals and tokens. In the description that follows, it is
assumed that the player uses medals.
�[0020] A panel display unit 2a substantially made ver-
tical is formed at the front of a cabinet 2 forming the whole
of the pinball slot machine 1, and a liquid crystal display
5 having a rectangular 15-�inch liquid crystal display
screen 5a is provided on the front of the panel display
unit 2a. An image can be displayed over the full face of
the display screen 5a. BET lamps 9a, 9b, and 9c, a WIN
lamp 17, a payout display unit 18, a credit display unit
19, and a bonus game information display unit 20 are
displayed under the control of a main control circuit 71
outside the liquid crystal display screen 5a.
�[0021] The configuration of the liquid crystal display 5
is as shown in FIG. 3. In FIG. 3, a transparent acrylic
plate 501 is provided on the front of the liquid crystal
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display 5, followed by a reel glass base 502, a bezel metal
frame 503, liquid crystal 504, a liquid crystal holder 505,
a diffuser sheet 506, a light guide plate 507, a rear holder
508, and an antistatic sheet 509 which are stacked in
order.
�[0022] The light guide plate 507 is a plate material sub-
jected to special treatment (such treatment including la-
ser beam machining) to uniformly reflect light on the back
of acrylic plate.� The light guide plate 507 receives light
of cold-�cathode tube 511a, 511b as light source from the
end face, reflecting the light on the rear, and producing
uniform surface light emission. The light guide plate 507
and the rear holder 508 are formed with vertically oriented
rectangular display windows (4L, 4C, and 4R in FIG. 2).
The display windows 4L, 4C, and 4R are visually ob-
served through the liquid crystal display 505. The display
driver 512 is disposed in the upper part of the liquid crystal
display 5 for displaying the liquid crystal 504.
�[0023] The antistatic sheet 509 prevents dusts from
being deposited on the portion corresponding to the reel
window (display window). A fluorescent tube 510 is used
as a backlight for the display windows. The display win-
dows 4L, 4C, and 4R receive light from the fluorescent
tube 510, reflected light produced as the light from the
fluorescent tube 510 is reflected on the surfaces of the
reels 3, and light of reel backlights 513 provided for the
reels 3. The light enables the player to recognize the
liquid crystal 504. The reel backlights 513 each having
three longitudinally placed LEDs are provided in a one-
to-�one correspondence with the reels 3 for illuminating
the symbols on the reels 3 from the backs of the reels 3.
�[0024] The display windows 4L, 4C, and 4R are formed
with a top line 8b, a center line 8c, and a bottom line 8d
in the horizontal direction and a cross down line 8a and
cross up line 8e in the slanting directions as pay lines.
As the pay lines, one, three, or five lines are made acti-
vated as the player operates a 1-�BET switch 11, a 2- �BET
switch 12, or a MAX- �BET switch 13 (described later) or
inserts medals into a medal insertion slot 22. Which pay
lines are made activated is indicated as a BET lamp 9a,
9b, or 9c (described below) is lighted.
�[0025] In the cabinet 2b, three reels (left reel 3L, center
reel 3C, and right reel 3R) each with a symbol row in-
cluding different types of symbols placed on the outer
peripheral surface are provided in a row for rotation, and
are contained in symbol row display means. The player
can observe the symbols on the reels through the display
windows 4L, 4C, and 4R. Each reel rotates at a constant
speed (for example, 80 revolutions per minute).
�[0026] The 1-�BET lamp 9a, the 2-�BET lamp 9b, the
MAX-�BET lamp 9c, and a credit display unit 19 are pro-
vided on the left of the display windows 4L, 4C, and 4R.
The 1-�BET lamp 9a, the 2-�BET lamp 9b, or the MAX- �BET
lamp 9c is lighted in response to the number of medals
bet to play one game, which will be hereinafter referred
to as the BET count.
�[0027] In the embodiment, one game is over when all
reels stop. When the BET count is 1 and one pay line is

made activated, the 1-�BET lamp 9a is lighted; when the
BET count is 2 and three pay lines are made activated,
the 2-�BET lamp 9b is lighted; and when the BET count
is 3 and all the five pay lines are made activated, the
MAX-�BET lamp 9c is lighted. The credit display unit 19
is made up of seven-�segment LEDs for displaying the
deposited number of medals.
�[0028] The WIN lamp 17 and the payout display unit
18 are provided on the right of the display windows 4L,
4C, and 4R. The WIN lamp 17 is lighted when the winning
game of BB or RB is complete. It is lighted at a predeter-
mined probability when the internal winning is accepted
as BB or RB. The payout display unit 18 is made up of
seven-�segment LEDs for displaying the number of med-
als paid out when the winning game is complete.
�[0029] The bonus game information display unit 20 is
provided in the upper right corner of the display screen
5a of the panel display unit 2a. The bonus game infor-
mation display unit 20 is made up of seven-�segment
LEDs for displaying the number of RB games that can
be played, and the possible number of winning games
of RB (described later).
�[0030] A frontward projection portion 10 of a horizontal
plane is formed below the display screen 5a. The display
screen 5a displays not only the various lamps and the
various display units, � but also various effects of anima-
tion, and the "operation order" required for realizing com-
pletion of the winning game when the internal winning of
"small prize of bell" is accepted in the "assistance time
period" described in the related art.
�[0031] The medal insertion slot 22 is provided at the
right end of the frontward projection portion 10, and the
1-�BET switch 11, the 2-�BET switch 12, and the MAX-�BET
switch 13 are provided at the left end of the frontward
projection portion 10. The 1-�BET switch 11 enables the
player to bet one of the credited medals by one push
operation on a game. The 2-�BET switch 12 enables the
player to bet two of the credited medals by one push
operation on a game. The MAX-�BET switch 13 enables
the player to bet as many medals as the maximum
number of medals that can be bet on a game by one push
operation. As the player operates any of the BET switch-
es, the corresponding pay lines are made activated as
described above.
�[0032] A C/P switch 14 for the player to switch between
credit and payout of the medals obtained by playing
games by pushbutton operation is provided on the left of
the front of the frontward projection portion 10. As the
C/P switch 14 is switched, medals are paid out from a
medal payout opening 15 in a lower part of the front and
are stored in a medal reception tray 16.
�[0033]  On the right of the C/P switch 14, a start lever
6 (contained in start operation input means) for rotating
the reels for starting variable display of symbols in the
display windows 4L, 4C, and 4R (starting a game) as the
player operates the start lever 6 is attached so that it can
be turned in a predetermined angle range.
�[0034] The speakers 21L and 21R are provided on the
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upper left and right of the cabinet 2, and a payout table
panel 23 for displaying winning symbol combination, the
number of payout medals, and the like is provided be-
tween the two speakers 21L and 21R.
�[0035] Three stop buttons (left stop button 7L, center
stop button 7C, and right stop button 7R) as operation
buttons contained in stop operation input means for stop-
ping rotation of the three reels 3L, 3C, and 3R are pro-
vided at the center of the front of the frontward projection
portion 10 and below the display screen 5a.
�[0036] In the embodiment, the stop operation per-
formed by the player pushing the first stop button when
all reels rotate is called "first stop operation, " the stop
operation next performed by the player pushing the sec-
ond stop button is called "second stop operation," and
the stop operation performed by the player pushing the
third stop button following the second stop operation is
called "third stop operation."
�[0037] Since the pinball slot machine of the embodi-
ment is provided with the three stop buttons 7L, 7C, and
7R, there are six different operation orders of the stop
buttons. Then, the operation orders are distinguished
from each other as follows: The left stop button 7L is
abbreviated to "left, " the center stop button 7C to "cent-
er," and the right stop button 7R to "right."
�[0038] To indicate the operation order, the abbrevia-
tions of the stop buttons 7L, 7C, and 7R are listed from
left to right in the stop operation order. For example, when
the player operates the left stop button 7L as the first stop
operation, the center stop button 7C as the second stop
operation, and the right stop button 7R as the third stop
operation, the operation order is indicated as "left center
right." In the embodiment, the six different operation or-
ders of "left center right," "left right center," "center left
right," "center right left," "right left center," and "right cent-
er left" are available.
�[0039] FIG. 4 shows symbol rows each made up of 21
symbols represented on each reel 3L, 3C, 3R. The sym-
bols are given code numbers 00 to 20 and are stored in
ROM 32 (shown in FIG. 6) described later as a data table.
�[0040] The symbol rows each made up of symbols of
"blue 7 (symbol 91)," "red 7 (symbol 92)," "BAR (symbol
93)," "bell (symbol 94)," " "plum (symbol 95)," "Replay
(symbol 96)," and "cherry (symbol 97)" are represented
on the reels 3L, 3C, and 3R. The reels 3L, 3C, and 3R
are rotated so that the symbol rows move in the arrow
direction in FIG. 4.
�[0041] FIG. 5 shows the prizes and the numbers of
payout medals corresponding to the winning symbol
combinations in each gaming state.
�[0042] The gaming state generally is classified de-
pending on whether or not the internal winning of BB or
RB is accepted or whether or not BB or RB operates.
The types of prizes having the possibility of accepting
internal winning are determined according to a probability
lottery table; generally, the probability lottery table is pro-
vided for each gaming state.
�[0043] That is, the types of prizes having the possibility

of accepting internal winning become the same for
games in the same gaming state. However, BB gaming
state contains ordinary gaming state in BB and RB gam-
ing state and contains the state in which the types of
prizes having the possibility of accepting internal winning
differ.
�[0044]  As shown in FIG. 5, when "blue 7- �blue 7- �blue
7" or "red 7-�red 7-�red 7" is placed in a row along the
activated line in the ordinary gaming state, a winning
game of BB is complete and 15 medals are paid out to
the player and the gaming state of the next game enters
the BB gaming state.
�[0045] The RB gaming state occurs when the symbol
combination along the activated line is "BAR-�BAR- �BAR"
in the ordinary gaming state or when the symbol combi-
nation along the activated line is "Replay-�Replay- �Replay"
in the ordinary gaming state in BB (JAC IN). At this time,
15 medals are paid out to the player.
�[0046] The RB gaming state is a gaming state in which
the player easily gains a prize of paying out 15 medals
to the player with completion of the predetermined sym-
bol combination "Replay- �Replay-�Replay" as the player
bets one medal.
�[0047] The maximum number of games that can be
played by the player in one RB gaming state (the number
of RB games that can be played) is 12. The number of
winning games that can be gained in the RB gaming state
(the possible number of winning games of RB) is up to
eight. That is, the RB gaming state exits if the number of
games reaches 12 or if the number of winning games
reaches eight.
�[0048]  The BB gaming state exits when the player
performs the third stop operation in a predetermined
game. For example, when the player performs the third
stop operation in the last game in the third RB gaming
state, the BB gaming state exits.
�[0049] When the symbol combination along the acti-
vated line is "Replay- �Replay-�Replay" in the ordinary
gaming state, a winning game of replay is complete.
When a winning game of replay is complete, as many
medals as the number of inserted medals are automati-
cally inserted, so that the player can play a game without
consuming medals.
�[0050] As symbol combination "bell-�bell- �bell" is placed
in a row along the activated line in the ordinary gaming
state or the ordinary gaming state in BB, a winning game
of small prize of bell is complete. When the internal win-
ning of small prize of bell is accepted, whether or not the
winning game is complete is determined by the table
number (described later) and the operation order of the
stop buttons 7L, 7C, and 7R by the player.
�[0051] Specifically, the symbol combination "bell- �bell-
bell" is placed in a row along the activated line and the
winning game of small prize of bell is complete only if the
player operates the stop buttons 7L, 7C, and 7R in the
operation order of the six operation orders corresponding
to the table number. If the player operates the stop but-
tons 7L, 7C, and 7R in any order other than the operation
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order corresponding to the table number, the winning
game of small prize of bell becomes incomplete.
�[0052] It is possible to realize completion of winning
games of "small prize of cherry," "small prize of BAR,"
and "small prize of plum" in the ordinary gaming state or
the ordinary gaming state in BB. The numbers of medals
paid out to the player are as shown in the figure.
�[0053] In the ordinary gaming state, when the internal
winning of small prize of bell is accepted, time period
(assistance time period or AT) is provided for notifying
the player of the operation order for realizing completion
of the winning game. When the internal winning of small
prize of bell is accepted in the time period, the player can
surely realize completion of the winning game.
�[0054] There are two assistance time period lottery
conditions. The first lottery condition is when the internal
winning of small prize of plum is accepted and the state
is the ordinary gaming state. The second lottery condition
is when the internal lottery is a blank in the assistance
time period or concealment time period (described later).
As either lottery condition is satisfied, assistance time
period lottery processing (AT lottery processing) de-
scribed later is performed.
�[0055] The assistance time period is made up of a plu-
rality of successive games, which will be hereinafter re-
ferred to as a set. Lottery as to the number of games in
one set and the number of sets to be generated is held
in the assistance time period lottery processing. The
number of sets that can be generated is referred to as
the number of sets. If the assistance time period lottery
processing is performed in the assistance time period or
the concealment time period and prize in the lottery is
won, the number of sets is accumulated.
�[0056] Whether or not the assistance time period is to
be generated (actualized) is determined in assistance
time period activation processing (AT activation process-
ing) described later. The time period having the possibility
that the assistance time period will occur after the lottery
condition is satisfied and prize in the AT lottery is won
(specifically, the time period in which the value of a
number-�of- �sets counter (described later) is one or more
in the ordinary gaming state and which is not the assist-
ance time period) will be hereinafter referred to as the
concealment time period. The time period other than the
assistance time period or the concealment time period
will be hereinafter referred to as the usual time period.
�[0057]  FIG. 6 shows the circuit configuration including
the above-�mentioned main control circuit 71 (contained
in internal lottery means) for controlling the game
processing operation of the pinball slot machine, periph-
erals (actuators) electrically connected to the main con-
trol circuit 71, and a sub- �control circuit 72 (contained in
control means) for controlling the liquid crystal display 5
and the speakers 21L and 21R based on a control com-
mand transmitted from the main control circuit 71.
�[0058] The main control circuit 71 includes a micro-
computer 30 placed on the circuit board as the main com-
ponent and a random number sampling circuit. The mi-

crocomputer 30 includes a CPU 31 for performing the
control operation in accordance with a preset program,
and ROM 32 and RAM 33, both of which are provided
as a storage.
�[0059] Connected to the CPU 31 are a clock pulse gen-
eration circuit 34 for generating a reference clock pulse,
a frequency divider 35, a random number generator 36
for generating sampled random numbers, and a sampling
circuit 37.
�[0060] For sampling random numbers, random
number sampling may be executed in the microcomputer
30, namely, the operation program of the CPU 31. In this
case, the random number generator 36 and the sampling
circuit 37 can be omitted or can also be left for backup
of the random number sampling operation.
�[0061] The ROM 32 of the microcomputer 30 stores
probability lottery tables used to determine random
number sampling performed each time the player oper-
ates the start lever 6 (start operation), stop control tables
for determining the reel stop mode in response to oper-
ation of the stop buttons, various control commands to
be transmitted to the sub-�control circuit 72, and the like.
�[0062] The commands include a standby screen com-
mand and a start command. The commands will be dis-
cussed later. The sub-�control circuit 72 does not input
commands and information to the main control circuit 71
and one-�way communications are conducted from the
main control circuit 71 to the sub-�control circuit 72.
�[0063] In the circuitry in FIG. 6, the main actuators
whose operation is controlled by a control signal from the
microcomputer 30 include the various lamps (1-�BET
lamp 9a, 2-�BET lamp 9b, MAX-�BET lamp 9c, and WIN
lamp 17), the various display units (payout display unit
18, credit display unit 19, and bonus game information
display unit 20), a hopper (containing a drive section for
paying out medals) 40 as game play value giving means
for storing medals and paying out a predetermined
number of medals according to an instruction of a hopper
drive circuit 41, and stepping motors 49L, 49C, and 49R
for rotating the reels 3L, 3C, and 3R.
�[0064] A motor drive circuit 39 for driving and control-
ling the stepping motors 49L, 49C, and 49R, a hopper
drive circuit 41 for driving and controlling the hopper 40,
an individual lamp drive circuit 45 for driving and control-
ling the various lamps, and an individual display unit drive
circuit 48 for driving and controlling the various display
units are connected to the output section of the CPU 31
through an I/O port 38. Each of these drive circuits re-
ceives a control signal such as a drive command output
from the CPU 31 and controls the operation of the cor-
responding actuator.
�[0065] The main input signal generation means for
generating an input signal required for generating a con-
trol command by the microcomputer 30 include a start
switch 6S, the 1-�BET switch 11, the 2- �BET switch 12, the
MAX-�BET switch 13, the C/P switch 14, a game assist-
ance switch 99, an inserted medal sensor 22S, a reel
stop signal circuit 46, a reel position detecting circuit 50,
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and a payout completion signal circuit 51. These are also
connected to the CPU 31 through the I/O port 38.
�[0066] The start switch 6S detects the player operating
the start lever 6. The inserted medal sensor 22S detects
a medal inserted to the medal insertion slot 22. The reel
stop signal circuit 46 generates a stop signal as the player
operates each stop button 7L, 7C, 7R. The reel position
detecting circuit 50 receives a pulse signal from a reel
rotation sensor and supplies a signal for detecting the
position of each reel 3L, 3C, 3R to the CPU 31. The pay-
out completion signal circuit 51 generates a signal for
detecting completion of medal payout when the count of
a medal detection section 40S (the number of medals
paid out from the hopper 40) reaches the specified
number of medals.
�[0067] In the circuitry in FIG. 6, the random number
generator 36 generates random numbers contained in a
given numeric value range and the sampling circuit 37
samples one random number at the appropriate timing
after the player starts the start lever 6. The CPU 31 de-
termines the internal winning combination based on the
random number thus sampled and the probability lottery
table stored in the ROM 32. Therefore, the CPU 31 im-
plements winning state determination means for deter-
mining the winning state of the game, namely, the internal
winning combination by random number lottery.
�[0068] After rotation of each of the reels 3L, 3C, and
3R is started, the number of drive pulses supplied to each
of the stepping motors 49L, 49C, and 49R and the counts
are written into a predetermined area of the RAM 33. A
reset pulse is obtained every revolution of the reel 3L,
3C, 3R and the reset pulses are input to the CPU 31
through the reel position detecting circuit 50. The drive
pulse counts written in the RAM 33 are cleared to 0 ac-
cording to the reset pulses thus obtained. Accordingly,
the counts corresponding to the rotation positions of the
reels 3L, 3C, and 3R within the range of one revolution
are stored in the RAM 33.
�[0069] A symbol table is stored in the ROM 32 to relate
the rotation positions of the reels 3L, 3C, and 3R and the
symbols drawn on the outer peripheral surfaces of the
reels to each other. In the symbol table, the code numbers
given in sequence every given rotation pitch of each reel
3L, 3C, 3R based on the rotation position where the reset
pulse is generated and the symbol codes indicating the
symbols provided in one- �to-�one correspondence with the
code numbers are related to each other.
�[0070] A winning symbol combination table is stored
in the ROM 32. The winning symbol combination table
lists the symbol combinations of winning games, the
numbers of payout medals for the winning games, and
the winning game determination codes representing the
winning games in association with each other. The win-
ning symbol combination table is referenced at the stop
control time of the left reel 3L, the center reel 3C, the
right reel 3R and when the winning game is confirmed
after all reels are stopped.
�[0071] If the internal winning is accepted according to

lottery processing based on the random number sam-
pling (probability lottery processing), the CPU 31 sends
the stop control signal of the reels 3L, 3C, and 3R to the
motor drive circuit 39 based on the operation signal sent
from the reel stop signal circuit 46 at the timing at which
the player operates the stop buttons 7L, 7C, and 7R, and
the selected stop control table. The CPU 31 functions as
stop control means for performing stop control of the reels
3L, 3C, and 3R.
�[0072] When the player pushes the stop button 7L, 7C,
7R, the stop control table is referenced and is used to
determine the stop position of the reel.
�[0073] Specifically, when the player pushes the stop
button 7L, 7C, 7R, the symbol positioned on the center
line 8c on the reel corresponding to the operated stop
button (specifically, the symbol whose center is posi-
tioned above the center line 8c and is nearest to the po-
sition of the center line 8c) is detected, the code number
of the symbol (operation position) is collated with the stop
control table, and the code number of the symbol to be
stopped at the position of the center line 8c (stop position)
is determined.
�[0074] The stop control table used when the internal
winning of small prize of bell is accepted will be discussed
with reference to FIGS. 7 through 9.
�[0075] The stop control table lists the stop operation
positions and the stop control positions of the reels 3L,
3C, and 3R. The stop operation position represents the
code number of the symbol positioned on the center line
8c (specifically, the symbol whose center is positioned
above the center line 8c and is nearest to the position of
the center line 8c) when the player operates the stop
button 7L, 7C, 7R provided corresponding to the reel 3L,
3C, 3R. The stop control position represents the code
number of the symbol stopped and displayed at the po-
sition of the center line 8c when each of the reels stopped
by the player actually stops.
�[0076] In the embodiment, the number of slide frames
is four at the maximum. For example, when "cherry" with
code number 12 (symbol 97 in FIG. 4) arrives at the po-
sition of the center line 8c while the right reel 3R is rotat-
ing, if the player operates the stop button 7R, stop control
of the right reel 3R can be performed so as to stop and
display "blue 7" with code number 8 (symbol 91 in FIG.
4) at the position of the center line 8c.
�[0077] FIG. 7 shows a winning stop control table. This
table is used when stop control of the reels is performed
so that "bell-�bell-�bell" is placed in a row along the acti-
vated line and the winning game of small prize of bell is
complete after the internal winning of small prize of bell
is accepted.
�[0078] In FIG. 7, the stop control position of the left reel
3L is any of code number 03, 08, 11, 15, or 19. In the
symbol row shown in FIG. 4, the symbols corresponding
to these code numbers are bell (symbol 94).
�[0079] In FIG. 7, the stop control position of the center
reel 3C is any of code number "03", "07", "11", "15", or
"19". In the symbol row shown in FIG. 4, the symbols
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corresponding to these code numbers are bell (symbol
94).
�[0080] In FIG. 7, the stop control position of the right
reel 3R is any of code number "01", "05", "10", "14", or
"18". In the symbol row shown in FIG. 4, the symbols
corresponding to these code numbers are bell (symbol
94).
�[0081] If the winning stop control table shown in FIG.
7 is thus used for stop control of the reels 3L, 3C, and
3R, "bell-�bell- �bell" is stopped and displayed at the posi-
tion of the center line 8c, namely, at the centers of the
display windows 4L, 4C, and 4R, and the winning game
is complete.
�[0082] FIG. 8 shows a forward push (left center right),
center push (center left right) losing stop control table.
This table is used when stop control of the reels is per-
formed so that "bell-�bell-�bell" is not placed in a row along
the activated line (the winning game of small prize of bell
is incomplete) after the internal winning of small prize of
bell is accepted. The stop control positions correspond-
ing to the stop operation positions of the left reel 3L and
the center reel 3C are the same as those shown in FIG. 7.
�[0083] In FIG. 8, the stop control position of the right
reel 3R is any of code number "02", "06", "11", "15", or
"19". In the symbol row shown in FIG. 4, the symbols
corresponding to these code numbers are "Replay (sym-
bol 96)."
�[0084] If the forward push, center push losing stop con-
trol table shown in FIG. 8 is thus used for stop control of
the reels 3L, 3C, and 3R, "bell-�bell" is stopped and dis-
played at the centers of the display windows 4L and 4C,
and "Replay" is stopped and displayed at the center of
the display window 4R and thus the winning game of
small prize of bell becomes incomplete.
�[0085] FIG. 9 shows a reverse push (right center left)
losing stop control table. This table is used when stop
control of the reels is performed so that "bell-�bell-�bell" is
not placed in a row along the activated line (the winning
game of small prize of bell is incomplete) after the internal
winning of small prize of bell is accepted. The stop control
positions corresponding to the stop operation positions
of the center reel 3C and the right reel 3R are the same
as those shown in FIG. 7.
�[0086] In FIG. 9, the stop control position of the left reel
3L is any of code number "04", "09", "12", "17", or "20".
In the symbol row shown in FIG. 4, the symbols corre-
sponding to these code numbers are "Replay (symbol
96)."
�[0087] If the reverse push losing stop control table
shown in FIG. 9 is thus used for stop control of the reels
3L, 3C, and 3R, "Replay" is stopped and displayed at the
center of the left display window 4L and "bell-�bell" is
stopped and displayed at the centers of the display win-
dows 4C and 4R, and thus the winning game of small
prize of bell becomes incomplete.
�[0088] The number of slide frames described above
indicates the number of symbols moved until the reel
stops after the player operates the stop button and is

represented by the absolute value of the difference be-
tween the operation position in the stop control table (the
code number of the symbol positioned on the center line
when the player operates the stop button) and the stop
position (the code number of the symbol stopped on the
center line when the reel actually stops).
�[0089] The number of slide frames may be called the
number of pulled- �in frames." In the embodiment, the
number of slide frames is four at the maximum. For ex-
ample, when "cherry" with code number 12 (symbol 97
in FIG. 4) arrives at the position of the center line 8c while
the right reel 3R is rotating, if the player operates the stop
button 7R, stop control of the right reel 3R can be per-
formed so as to stop and display "blue 7" with code
number 08 (symbol 91 in FIG. 4) at the position of the
center line 8c.
�[0090] On the other hand, in the stop mode indicating
completion of the winning game of internal winning com-
bination, the CPU 31 supplies a payout command signal
to the hopper drive circuit 41 for paying out a predeter-
mined number of medals to the player from the hopper 40.
�[0091] At the time, the medal detection section 40S
counts the number of medals paid out from the hopper
40. When the count reaches the specified number of
medals, a medal payout completion signal is input to the
CPU 31, which then stops driving the hopper 40 through
the hopper drive circuit 41 and terminates the medal pay-
out processing.
�[0092] FIG. 10 shows the configuration of the sub-�con-
trol circuit 72. The sub- �control circuit 72 performs display
control of the liquid crystal display 5 and output control
of sound from the speakers 21L and 21R based on the
control commands from the main control circuit 71. The
sub-�control circuit 72, which is implemented on a sepa-
rate circuit board from the circuit board implementing the
main control circuit 71 includes a microcomputer (sub-
microcomputer) 73 as the main component, an image
control circuit 81 as display control means of the liquid
crystal display 5, a sound source IC 78 for controlling
sound output from the speakers 21L and 21R, and a pow-
er amplifier 79.
�[0093] The sub-�microcomputer 73 includes a sub- �CPU
74 for performing the control operation following a control
command transmitted from the main control circuit 71,
program ROM 75 as storage means, and work RAM 76.
The signal from the main control circuit 71 to the sub-
microcomputer 73 is input through an IN port 77, and the
signal to the image control circuit 81 is output through an
OUT port 80.
�[0094] The sub-�control circuit 72 does not include a
clock pulse generation circuit, a frequency divider, a ran-
dom number generator, or a sampling circuit, but exe-
cutes random number sampling in an operation program
of the sub- �CPU 74. Generation of the assistance time
period is determined as the random number sampling is
executed.
�[0095] The sub-�CPU 74 includes the number-�of- �AT-
sets counter and a number-�of-�AT-�games counter. The
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number-�of- �AT- �sets counter stores the number of sets.
The number- �of-�AT- �games counter stores information
concerning the number of games in one assistance time
period.
�[0096] The program ROM 75 stores a control program
executed in the sub-�CPU 74. The work RAM 76 is used
as temporary storage for the sub-�CPU 74 to execute the
control program.
�[0097] The image control circuit 81 is made up of an
image control CPU 82, an image control work RAM 83,
image control program ROM 84, image ROM 86, video
RAM 87, and an image control IC 88. The image control
CPU 82 determines the display contents on the liquid
crystal display 5 in accordance with an image control
program stored in the image control program ROM 84
based on the parameters set in the sub-�microcomputer
73. The signal from the sub- �CPU 74 is input through an
IN port 85.
�[0098] The image control program ROM 84 stores the
image control program involved in display on the liquid
crystal display 5 and various selection tables. The image
control work RAM 83 is used as temporary storage
means for the image control CPU 82 to execute the image
control program. The image control IC 88 forms an image
responsive to the display contents determined by the im-
age control CPU 82 and outputs the image to the liquid
crystal display 5. The image ROM 86 stores dot data for
forming an image. The video RAM 87 is used as tempo-
rary storage means for the image control IC 88 to form
an image.
�[0099] On the other hand, the sub-�CPU 74 displays an
image on the liquid crystal display 5 based on the com-
mand signal from the CPU 31.
�[0100] Specifically, whenever a stop signal is input
from the reel stop signal circuit 46 as the player operates
the start lever 6 or the stop button 7L, 7C, 7R, the sub-
CPU 74 transmits a signal to the image control CPU 82
and displays an image on the display screen 5a of the
liquid crystal display 5.
�[0101] In the embodiment, the CPU 31, the liquid crys-
tal display 5, the sub- �CPU 74, and the image control CPU
82 constitutes the display means as a whole.
�[0102] The panel display unit 2a is provided with a belly
panel (also called decorative panel) 100 for transmitting
a part of light from an illumination light member (not
shown) positioned on the back to the front. Specifically,
the belly panel 100 includes a frame member 110 and a
semitransparent member 120 attached to the frame
member 110, and the mechanical strength is held by the
frame member 110. The semitransparent member 120
may be made a flat plate, for example, or may be of any
other shape and any desired decorative effect can be
produced according to the color of the semitransparent
member 120, the pattern drawn on the semitransparent
member 120, etc. As the semitransparent member 120,
a substance having plasticity such as polycarbonate
(PC), semitransparent glass, or any other substance may
be used.

�[0103] The belly panel 100 may have a part fitted into
the cabinet of the panel display unit 2a for attachment or
may be attached to the cabinet of the panel display unit
2a so that it can be opened and closed like a door. Spe-
cifically, the left or right or upper or lower end of the belly
panel 100 may be fixed to the cabinet of the panel display
unit 2a using a fitment so that the belly panel 100 can be
opened and closed with the fitting as the rotation shaft,
and a part of any end other than the end where the fitness
is placed may be fitted into the cabinet of the panel display
unit 2a and fixed (closed).
�[0104] FIG. 1 is a drawing to show a state in which the
belly panel 100 is fixed to the panel display unit 2a
(closed), needless to say. The belly panel 100 is provided
with an opening to attach a transparent member or a
semitransparent member, which will be hereinafter re-
ferred to simply as transparent member, for transmitting
light for illuminating the medal payout opening 15 and
the medal reception tray 16 in the vicinity of the medal
payout opening 15. To emit light passing through the
transparent member, the above- �mentioned illumination
light member provided on the back of the belly panel 100
may be used or any other member such as an LED (light
emitting diode) provided separately from the illumination
light member may be used. As the transparent member,
a substance having plasticity such as PC, transparent or
semitransparent glass, or any other substance may be
used.
�[0105] FIG. 11 shows the structure of the cabinet por-
tion of the panel display unit 2a positioned on the back
of the belly panel 100 to which the transparent member
is attached. FIG. 12 is a perspective view to schematically
show the portion shown in FIG. 11 or the portion contain-
ing the periphery of that portion. In FIG. 11, the front wall
of the medal reception tray 16 is removed for conven-
ience of the description. That is, the hatched portion in
FIG. 11 indicates the bottom portion of the medal recep-
tion tray 16 on which medals are put.
�[0106] The frame member 110 of the belly panel 100
with the belly panel 100 attached to the cabinet of the
panel display unit 2a as shown in FIG. 1 or 2 is in contact
with the lower ends of walls 101a and 101b of the cabinet
of the panel display unit 2a inside the lower end of the
frame member 110 in FIG. 11 for storing a member such
as an illumination light member 104. Therefore, the walls
101a and 101b of the panel display unit 2a do not transmit
light from the illumination light member 104 such as a
fluorescent lamp in the direction of the medal reception
tray 16. On the other hand, a transparent member place-
ment part 103 for attaching the transparent member for
transmitting light for illuminating the medal payout open-
ing 15 and the medal reception tray 16 in the vicinity of
the medal payout opening 15 is formed between the walls
101a and 101b of the panel display unit 2a.
�[0107] FIGS. 13A and 13B are drawings to show the
structure of transparent member of the invention. FIGS.
13A and 13B are perspective views of transparent mem-
ber 105 observed from the upper front section and from
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the upper side direction. In FIG. 11, the transparent mem-
ber 105 is fitted into the transparent member placement
part 103 for transmitting the light from the illumination
light member 104 the transparent member 105. Here,
both lower ends 102a and 102b of the transparent mem-
ber placement part 103 may be slid for fitting the trans-
parent member 105 into the transparent member place-
ment part 103. FIG. 14 shows the state in which the trans-
parent member 105 is fitted into the transparent member
placement part 103. FIG. 15 shows how the transparent
member 105 is attached to and fitted into the transparent
member placement part 103.
�[0108] In FIG. 14, the transparent member 105 is re-
stricted in motion in the up and down direction and from
side to side by the peripheral portion of the transparent
member placement part 103 (containing both the lower
ends 102a and 102b of the transparent member place-
ment part 103) and is restricted in motion to the depth of
the cabinet by the panel display unit 2a, needless to say.
Further, the transparent member 105 is also restricted in
forward motion (in the opposite direction to the depth of
the cabinet) as the belly panel 100 is closed.
�[0109] How the transparent member 105 is sand-
wiched and fixed between the belly panel 100 and the
cabinet of the panel display unit 2a will be specifically
discussed with FIG. 16. As shown in FIG. 16, the trans-
parent member 105 is sandwiched between the belly
panel 100 made up of the frame member 110 and the
semitransparent member 120 and the cabinet of the pan-
el display unit 2a and is fitted into the transparent member
placement part 103. According to the configuration, the
transparent member 105 is restricted in motion in the up
and down direction and in the back and forth direction of
the plane of the drawing and is fixed.
�[0110] Since the transparent member 105 is sand-
wiched between the belly panel 100 and the cabinet of
the panel display unit 2a in the back and forth direction
relative to the belly panel 100 (in other words, in the side-
to-�side direction of the plane of the drawing), the trans-
parent member 105 is restricted in motion and is fixed.
Here, the light from the illumination light member 104 in
FIG. 16 passes through the transparent member 105 and
illuminates the display means 16 through an opening
made in the lower end of the cabinet of the panel display
unit 2a and the belly panel 100 (also opening of the trans-
parent member placement part 103).
�[0111] The structure of the transparent member will be
discussed. As shown in FIGS. 13A and 13B, the trans-
parent member 105 is made up of a bottom member
105a, a rear member 105b, and two side members 105c.
The light emitted from the illumination light member 104
to the medal payout opening 15 passes mostly through
the bottom member 105a, needless to say. The rear
member 105b is provided for transmitting the transparent
member 105 to be stably fitted into the transparent mem-
ber placement part 103. Further, the side members 105c
are provided for providing the mechanical strength of the
transparent member 105.

�[0112] The transparent member shown in FIGS. 13A
and 13B is only an example of the member incorporating
the invention and may have any other structure. Specif-
ically, a structure wherein the side members 105c are
removed using strong members as the bottom member
105a and the rear member 105b, a structure wherein the
stability of the transparent member is ensured by the side
members 105c and the bottom member 105a, or any
other structure may be adopted for providing the function
of the transparent member described above. The sim-
plest structure can be provided as the transparent mem-
ber is implemented only as the bottom member 105a.
�[0113] As described above, the machine according to
the embodiment of the invention has the transparent
member placed detachably between the illumination light
member and the medal payout opening. Therefore, it is
possible to shorten the time taken for assembling the
semitransparent plate placed between the illumination
light and the medal payout opening to a decorative panel,
and the time taken for replacing and manufacturing.
�[0114] The transparent member is made up of the bot-
tom member, the rear member, and the side members.
Therefore, it is possible to provide the gaming machine
that can shorten the time taken for assembling, replacing
and manufacturing the semitransparent plate placed be-
tween the illumination light and the medal payout opening
to a decorative panel, and to fix the transparent member
with good stability.
�[0115] The transparent member is formed of a plastic
member. Therefore, it is possible to shorten the time tak-
en for assembling, replacing and manufacturing the
semitransparent plate placed between the illumination
light and the medal payout opening to a decorative panel,
and to prevent the transparent member from coming off.
�[0116] The transparent member is sandwiched and
fixed between the cabinet and the belly panel. Therefore,
it is possible to shorten the time taken for assembling,
replacing and manufacturing the semitransparent plate
placed between the illumination light and the medal pay-
out opening to a decorative panel, and to fix the trans-
parent member with good stability.
�[0117] The transparent member is colored. Therefore,
it is possible to shorten the time taken for assembling,
replacing and manufacturing the semitransparent plate
placed between the illumination light and the medal pay-
out opening to a decorative panel, and to produce the
decorative effect.
�[0118] The transparent member is decorated with
characters, symbols and patterns. Therefore, it is possi-
ble to shorten the time taken for assembling, replacing
and manufacturing the semitransparent plate placed be-
tween the illumination light and the medal payout opening
to a decorative panel, and to produce the decorative ef-
fect.
�[0119] As described above, according to the invention,
the gaming machine for making it possible to shorten the
time taken for assembling, replacing and manufacturing
the semitransparent plate placed between the illumina-
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tion light and the medal payout opening to a decorative
panel, can be provided.
�[0120] Although only some exemplary embodiments
of the invention have been described in detail above,
those skilled in the art will readily appreciate that many
modifications are possible in the exemplary embodi-
ments without materially departing from the novel teach-
ings and advantages of the invention. Accordingly, all
such modifications are intended to be included within the
scope of the invention.
�[0121] In the above description, it is described of the
pinball slot machines that have a plurality of stop buttons.
However, the present invention can be applied to other
gaming apparatus that is configured without a stop button
and is featured so that the reels start spinning by activa-
tion of a start lever or a start button and stop automatically
after a prescribed time elapsed.

Claims

1. A gaming machine comprising:�

symbol row display means configured to display
a plurality of symbols for a player to arrange the
symbols;
operation input means comprising a lever or a
button to be operated by the player to play a
game;
internal lottery means configured to carry out an
internal lottery of the game with a random
number;
illumination means configured to illuminate a
tray formed on a cabinet of the gaming machine;
characterized in that
a transparent member detachably disposed be-
tween the illumination means and the tray.

2. The gaming machine as claimed in claim 1, wherein
the transparent member comprises: �

a bottom member configured to transmit light
from the illumination means;
a rear member fixed to the bottom member sub-
stantially at right angles therewith; and
a side member fixed between the rear member
and the bottom member.

3. The gaming machine as claimed in claim 1, wherein
the transparent member is formed of a plastic mem-
ber.

4. The gaming machine as claimed in claim 1, wherein
the transparent member is sandwiched and fixed be-
tween the cabinet and a belly panel fitted into the
cabinet.

5. The gaming machine as claimed in claim 1, wherein

the transparent member is colored.

6. The gaming machine as claimed in claim 1, wherein
the transparent member is decorated with a decora-
tion including at least one of a character, a sign, and
a design.

Patentansprüche

1. Spielautomat, der umfasst: �

eine Symbolreihen- �Anzeigeeinrichtung, die
zum Anzeigen einer Vielzahl von Symbolen für
einen Spieler zum Anordnen der Symbole aus-
geführt ist;
eine Betätigungs-�Eingabeeinrichtung, die einen
Hebel oder eine Taste umfasst, der/die durch
den Spieler zum Spielen eines Spiels zu betäti-
gen ist;
eine interne Lotterieeinrichtung, die zum Aus-
führen einer internen Lotterie des Spiels mit ei-
ner Zufallszahl ausgeführt ist;
eine Beleuchtungseinrichtung, die zum Be-
leuchten eines Fachs ausgeführt ist, das an ei-
nem Gehäuse des Spielautomaten ausgebildet
ist; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein transparentes Element abnehmbar zwi-
schen der Beleuchtungseinrichtung und dem
Fach angeordnet ist.

2. Spielautomat nach Anspruch 1, wobei das transpa-
rente Element umfasst:�

ein unteres Element, das zum Durchlassen von
Licht von der Beleuchtungseinrichtung ausge-
führt ist;
ein hinteres Element, das an dem unteren Ele-
ment im Wesentlichen im rechten Winkel dazu
befestigt ist; und
ein seitliches Element, das zwischen dem hin-
teren Element und dem unteren Element befe-
stigt ist.

3. Spielautomat nach Anspruch 1, wobei das transpa-
rente Element aus einem Kunststoffelement besteht.

4. Spielautomat nach Anspruch 1, wobei das transpa-
rente Element zwischen dem Gehäuse und einer
Frontplatte, die in das Gehäuse eingesetzt ist, ein-
geschlossen und befestigt ist.

5. Spielautomat nach Anspruch 1, wobei das transpa-
rente Element farbig ist.

6. Spielautomat nach Anspruch 1, wobei das transpa-
rente Element mit einer Dekoration verziert ist, die
wenigstens einen Buchstaben, ein Zeichen oder ein
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Muster enthält.

Revendications

1. Machine de jeu comprenant :�

un moyen d’affichage de rangée de symboles
configuré pour afficher une pluralité de symbo-
les pour qu’un joueur agence les symboles ;
un moyen d’entrée d’action comprenant un le-
vier ou un bouton à actionner par le joueur pour
jouer à un jeu ;
un moyen de loterie interne configuré pour réa-
liser une loterie interne du jeu avec un numéro
aléatoire ;
un moyen d’éclairage configuré pour éclairer un
plateau formé sur une armoire de la machine de
jeu ; caractérisée par
un élément transparent disposé de manière dé-
tachable entre le moyen d’éclairage et le pla-
teau.

2. Machine de jeu selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle l’élément transparent comprend :�

un élément inférieur configuré pour transmettre
la lumière provenant du moyen d’éclairage ;
un élément arrière fixé à l’élément inférieur pra-
tiquement à angles droits par rapport à celui-�ci ;
et
un élément latéral fixé entre l’élément arrière et
l’élément inférieur.

3. Machine de jeu selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle l’élément transparent est formé d’un élément
en plastique.

4. Machine de jeu selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle l’élément transparent est coincé et fixé entre
l’armoire et un panneau publicitaire inséré dans l’ar-
moire.

5. Machine de jeu selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle l’élément transparent est coloré.

6. Machine de jeu selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle l’élément transparent est décoré par une dé-
coration comprenant au moins un élément parmi un
personnage, un signe et un dessin.
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